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1. Introduction  

County Durham and Darlington NHS Foundation Trust (CDDFT) is working collaboratively with 
Health Education England North East (HEE NE) and Guardians of Safe Working Hours 
(GoSWH) in the North East to provide clear and consistent guidance around what is considered 
work and when it is appropriate for trainees to raise an exception report.  
 
Every post will have training and service elements to provide some consistency about what they 
consider to be work and when trainees are entitled to raise an Exception Report and to illustrate 
some situations when exception reports will not be upheld.  As ever, this is a work in progress 
and not every situation will be covered.  Some situations will inevitably need further discussion 
with the other GoSWH in the Region and therefore this procedure may be amended from time to 
tie and in light of any legislative, contract or system amendments.  
  

2. Purpose 

The purpose of exception reports is to ensure prompt resolution and/or remedial action to 
ensure that safe working hours are maintained.  The purpose of work schedule reviews is to 
ensure that a work schedule for a doctor remains fit for purpose, in circumstances where earlier 
discussions have failed to resolve concerns (T&C’s 2016, Schedule 5). 
 
This document aims to outline the procedure that trainees and educational/clinical supervisors 
at CDDFT need to follow and the processes involved.  
 

3. Scope 

The procedure applies to all Doctors in Training on the Terms and Conditions of Service for 
NHS Doctors and Dentist in Training (England) 2016, Version 1, 6 July 2016, Contract and all 
Education and Clinical Supervisors. 
 

4. Definitions 

4.1 Exception Reporting  

Exception reporting is the mechanism used by doctors to inform the employer when 

their day-to-day work varies significantly and/or regularly from the agreed work 

schedule. 

4.2 Work Schedule  

A work schedule is a document that sets out the intended learning outcomes 

(mapped to the educational curriculum), the scheduled duties of the doctor, time for 

quality improvement, research and patient safety activities, periods of formal study 

(other than study leave) and the number and distribution of hours for which the 

doctor is contracted (Appendix A). 

4.3 Guardian of Safe Working Hours (GoSWH)  

The Guardian of Safe Working Hours (GoSWH) is appointed by the Medical 
Director, for a tenure of 3 years initially with annual review.   The GOSWH is 
responsible for protecting the safeguards outlined in the 2016 Terms and Conditions 
for doctors in training. The GoSWH will work with trainees to address compliance of 
safe working hours as they arise and provide assurances to the Trust board that 
both employees and patients are exposed to safe working hours.  
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4.4 Director of Medical Education (DME)  

The Director of Medical Education (DME) will work alongside the GoSWH to resolve 
educational concerns raised by trainees in the exception reporting system. The DME 
will work to ensure that training time is protected in line with the 2016 Terms and 
Conditions, and that training opportunities identified by Specialty Schools as 
essential, including regional training opportunities, Trust training opportunities and 
those Identified in the Work Schedules, are available to trainees and that they are 
released to attend these as appropriate. 

4.5 What is Work? 

 Delivery of direct patient care, which is expected of doctor in the role described in 
the work schedule during expected hours. 

 Undertaking clinical administration (clinic dictation, result sign off) relating to 
patients the doctor is responsible for. 

 Attending or delivering teaching that is expected for a trainee at the appropriate 
stage or the role the doctor is currently in. 

 Undertaking quality improvement activity expected of the doctor at the 
appropriate stage or the role they are currently in. 

 Attending training or a course that has been approved as study leave. 
 Attending training or other meetings that the trainee has been asked to attend as 

a trainee representative (e.g. ARCPs, Trainee representative at Trust or Deanery 
meetings). 

4.6 Work is not: 

 Commuting to the workplace. 
 Looking for parking when on site. 

 Having a break for meals.  See below for more information about breaks. 

 When a trainee has chosen to attend an additional session to enhance their 
learning needs or skills over and above that expected of their work schedule.  
Examples of this are an additional theatre session or an optional seminar. 

 

4.7 EWTD  

The Working Time Regulations (1998) implement the European Working Time 
Directive into GB law. 

The Regulations were amended, with effect from 1 August 2003, to extend working 
time measures in full to all non-mobile workers in road, sea, inland waterways and 
lake transport, to all workers in the railway and offshore sectors, and to all workers 
in aviation who are not covered by the Civil Aviation (Working Time) Regulations 
2004. The Regulations  apply to junior doctors from 1 August 2004. 

4.8 Junior Doctor Rota 

All junior doctors (either educationally approved or Trust Grade doctor posts) will 

work according to an agreed rota template which has been built and tested for 

compliance against both EWTD, 2002 and 2016 Junior Doctor Terms and 

Conditions of Service using Alllocates e-Rota system. 

All Junior Doctors are responsible for working to the rota and its shift times and 

natural breaks.   If any junior doctor does have to work outside their rota shift times 

and is unable to take adequate rest/breaks they must immediately inform the rota 

coordinator, clinical supervisor, clinical lead or educational supervisor or 
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departmental head. Time off in lieu can be given if needed and possible issues with 

the rota can be resolved quickly. 

4.9 Natural Break 

It is the doctors responsibility to take their break 

2002 Terms and Conditions - A natural break is a continuous break of 30 minutes 

after approximately 4 hours of work  

2016 Terms and Conditions - A doctor must receive:  

a.  at least one 30-minute paid break for a shift rostered to last more than five hours, 

and  

b. a second 30-minute paid break for a shift rostered to last more than nine hours. 

The breaks described above can be taken flexibly during the shift, and should be 

evenly spaced where possible. These would normally be taken separately but may if 

necessary be combined into one longer break. Where the breaks are combined in to 

one break this must be taken as near as possible to the middle of the shift. No break 

should be taken within an hour of the shift commencing or held over to be taken at 

the end of the shift. 

4.10 Bleep  

Junior doctors should have adequate protected rest, sleep and natural breaks 

periods, and are not disturbed unnecessarily during them.   

Being bleeped during a natural break is acceptable and trainees can answer a bleep 

and carry out the task when the break is over. 

If the bleeping is repeated and therefore disruptive to the break, alternative 

arrangements including using the skills of other hospital staff, should be made to 

ensure that disturbing the juniors does not happened except where absolutely 

necessary.  The protocols for doing this should be agreed locally by all the 

interested parties. Ref: HSC1998/240.   

Trainees would be expected to respond to the bleep call if the situation was 

urgent/life threatening.  

 

5. Exception Reports  

Reports should be submitted when trainees day-to-day work varies significantly and/or 
regularly from the agreed work schedule. Primarily these variations will be:  

 
a. differences in the total hours of work (including opportunities for rest breaks)  
b. differences in the pattern of hours worked  
c. differences in the educational opportunities and support available to the doctor, and/or  
d. differences in the support available to the doctor during service commitments 

 

All junior doctors are responsible for recording their own exception reports on the Allocate 

“HealthMedics” system using their personal logon credentials. 
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Reports should be submitted within the timescales mandated in the contract: 

 

a. Immediate safety concern – Immediately (orally) to the clinician responsible for the 

service, then within 24 hours on the system 

b. Within 7 days if additional payment is requested  

c. Within 14 days from the date of exception 

 

The minimum timeframe that can be considered to be exceptional is 15 minutes; however 

it is up to the individual to determine whether they deem this variation significant enough 

to submit an Exception Report.  

 

The preferred outcome for any exception report that is approved is time off in lieu; this is 

to ensure that safe working hours are maintained.  Please see below for alternative 

outcomes.  All time off in lieu and payments will be based on 15 minute blocks, rounded 

up to the next 15 minutes. 

 

5.1 Exception Reporting Software (HealthMedics) 

 
CDDFT is working in partnership with Allocate to provide a streamlined, electronic 
exception reporting system “HealthMedics”. The system allows exceptions to be 
managed in line with the Terms and Conditions outlined above.  
 
Each trainee will receive an email to their NHS.net account with log-in credentials 
and instructions on how to access the system.  
 
There are two categories of exception reporting; 

 
1. Exception reporting for training issues (Difference in educational opportunities or 

support available & difference of the support available during service 
commitments 

2. Exception reporting for safety issues (Difference in the hours of work & difference 
in the pattern of work) 

 
Depending on the type of exception raised it will trigger one of two processes 
outlined by the Flow Chart in Appendix C 

 

5.2 Exception Reporting Outcomes 

The Educational/Clinical supervisor will discuss with the doctor what action is 
necessary to address the reported variation or concern. The supervisor will record 
the agreed outcome of the exception meeting, including any agreed actions on 
HealthMedics.   

 

5.3 Outcomes from Initial Review 

 No Further Action:   

Following an initial review, the Educational/Clinical Supervisor will review the 
exception report, reach a conclusion that the Exception Report was not valid and 
no further action is required.  This may be because it was a clear trainee choice 
to stay late, start early or miss a break. 
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 Compensation: Time off in Lieu (preferred option to maintain safe working 

hours):  

Following review it was found to be a workplace requirement for the additional 
work and therefore compensation is agreed. 

 
 Compensation: Overtime Payment:  

Following review and the exception being reported within 7 days of the 
occurrence, it was found to be a workplace requirement for the additional work 
and therefore compensation is agreed. 

 

 Compensation & work schedule review:  

One of the above was satisfied and it has also become apparent that this is not a 
one off and is part of a pattern; therefore a Work Schedule Review is triggered by 
the Medical Education Team in line with the GOSWH or the DME. 

 
 Work schedule review:  

Work Schedule Review in collaboration with the department Rota Co-coordinator, 
Medical Education Team, GoSWH and/or DME. 

 
 Request for more info:   

In cases where supervisors feel there is insufficient information to make a 
reasonable initial review decision at a particular stage, the supervisor can use the 
‘request for more info’ option in the review meeting outcome options, to send the 
report back to the trainee for more clarity. The Supervisor will need to provide a 
reason to support your request for more information. 

5.4 Process for Payment 

Once the outcome of “Compensation – Overtime payment” has been agreed, the 
following process will be followed to ensure timely payments are made: 
 

Foundation Trainees employed locally by CDDFT. 

Medical Education will complete the CDDFT form “B5 - Payment Following 
Exception Report” (Appendix 1), scan and email to cdda-tr.payroll-eforms@nhs.net 
and copy in the relevant Care Group Accountant, trainee and supervisor.   
 
LET Trainees employed by Lead Employer Trust (LET)  
 
Medical Education will complete the LET payment form, scan and email to the LET 
and copy in the trainee and supervisor.   

 

5.5 Exception Reporting Process for Foundation Trainees placed within Psychiatry  

There are 7 Foundation trainee posts in General Psychiatry: 
 
2 x F1s at West Park Hospital 
2 x F2s at Lanchester Road Hospital 
1 x F2 at Bowes Lyon Unit 
1 x F2 at West Park Hospital 
1 x F2 at Auckland Park Hospital 
 
These Foundation Doctors are employed by CDDFT and complete their Psychiatry 
placement with Tees, Esk and Wear Valleys NHS Foundation Trust (TEWV). 
 
 

mailto:cdda-tr.payroll-eforms@nhs.net
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Working Pattern: 
 
F1 

The F1 Doctors work 8am – 4pm shifts at West Park Hospital and also participate in 
the out of hours on call rota for General Medicine at Darlington Memorial Hospital. 
 
F2 

The F2 Doctors work their entire 4 month placement in Psychiatry and participate in 
the Psychiatry out of hours on call rotas. 
 
 
Exception Reporting: 

 
F1 

If the exception relates to their work in Psychiatry, the trainee must submit this on 

the system used by TEWV (DRS). See Appendix E for TEWV’s user guide.  The 

TEWV Medical Staffing team action the exception report.   

If the exception relates to work on the out of hours on call rota at CDDFT then the 

exception must be submitted via the HealthMedics System.  

F2 

F2 trainees working entirely in Psychiatry for their 4 month placement, must submit 
exception reports using TEWV’s DRS system.   
 
 
Payment following an exception report: 

 
The TEWV Medical Staffing team will submit a monthly return in time for payroll 
deadlines to the CDDFT Rota team generic email address (cddft.med-
edrotateam@nhs.net) with details of  trainees requiring payment.  See Appendix F 
for the return spreadsheet.  The trainees will then be paid as per the process above 
(1.10). 

 

5.6 Exception Reporting Process for Foundation Trainees placed within GP surgeries 

Exception reports for trainees placed within GP surgeries will come under the same 

process as per Exception reports on P6. 

6. 2002 (New Deal) Contract – Rota Monitoring  

Monitoring of Junior Doctors’ hours of work and rest periods forms part of the Junior 
Doctors Terms and Conditions of Service 2002.  There is a mutual obligation for the Trust 
and the Junior Doctors to monitor their working hours and to contribute to the Trust’s 
continuing commitment to improving the working lives of Junior Doctors. 

 

6.1 When Monitoring should be undertaken  

Ongoing monitoring will take place twice a year as per the timetable below, and 
more frequently where problems with compliance are identified.  Each monitoring 
exercise will be carried out for a minimum period of two weeks.   Where the rota has 
two slots or less a monitoring period of 4 weeks will be required to gain adequate 
information.  

 
 
 

mailto:cddft.med-edrotateam@nhs.net
mailto:cddft.med-edrotateam@nhs.net
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Acute & Emergency Care & Integrated Adult Care  - March & September  
Family Health      - May & November  
Clinical Specialist Services & Surgery   - January & July  

 
Re-monitoring may take place at the request of either party within a reasonable 
period of time. This may arise where, for example: 

 an individual doctor can produce well founded reasons why their 
 hours of work or work intensity are not adequately reflected in the 
 results of the monitoring 
 where the results vary substantially from the anticipated outcome 

 following major organisational change 

 in cases of contractual dispute. 

 Re-monitoring will take place with the same set of doctors wherever 
 possible. 

 

6.2 Who will be monitored?  

Monitoring will take place on each rota.  Data will be collected from Departmental 
rota coordinators regarding all doctors working on the rota including training grade 
Junior Doctors, non-training grade Junior Doctors and locum doctors in training 
employed by the Trust during the whole monitoring period. Career grade doctors 
and other non-training grade medical staff will be covered by their own pay, hours 
and WTD contractual arrangements, so should not be monitored under this 
guidance  
 
Career grade doctors and other non-training grade medical staff sharing a duty rota 
with Junior Doctors may also be asked to undertake the monitoring exercise during 
the same period as their colleagues, in order to provide an accurate assessment of 
the rota.  
 
Less than full time trainees will be monitored separately to take into account their 
unique rota. 

 

6.3 How will Junior Doctors be monitored? 

The Trust will use Allocates e-Monitor system.  All Junior Doctors will receive an 

email from the Medical Education e-Rota team 7 days before monitoring 

commences  to notify them of the intended monitoring and setup on the e-Monitor 

system.  A full user guide for e-Monitor will be included within the email.   User 

names and passwords will be automatically sent out from the system. If Junior 

Doctors have any issues they should contact the Medical Education Rota Team 

cddft.med-edrotateam@nhs.net  

6.4 Monitoring Results  

The processing of data will take place immediately after the exercise and sent to the 

relevant department rota co-ordinators, Head of Service and Associate Director of 

Operations with an action plan to complete and return no later than 10 days.   

Departments must carefully review the results of monitoring, agree an outcome and 

develop an action plan to resolve any areas of noncompliance or areas at risk of 

noncompliance in future exercises 

The trust will then publish a summary report within 15 working days .  This summary 

will be shared with the staff who participated in the exercise.  

mailto:cddft.med-edrotateam@nhs.net
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If departments fail to complete the action plan Medical Education rota team will 
escalate this to the DME for action. 
 
If the exercise proves to be invalid due to the Doctor or Duty Return rate then re-
monitoring will take place as soon as this becomes apparent.   
 
Where an individual junior or group of junior doctors in a rota fails, without good 
reason, to meet their contractual responsibility to supply monitoring data, they shall 
receive a written notice of their contractual obligation to co-operate, and be required 
to participate in a further round of monitoring. 

Persistent failure to comply with monitoring arrangements will represent a breach of 
contract and may result in trust disciplinary procedures being exercised.  In such 
circumstances, the trust will determine what it regards as the correct pay band, on 
the basis of the information available. 

 

6.5 Monitoring results different to agreed rota template banding 

If monitoring results indicate a different banding to the rota template the department 

and care group will be asked to investigate and provide a formal response.   As per 

National Junior Doctor monitoring Guidance the department leads and rota 

coordinator can dispute the results of a monitoring exercise if the results vary 

substantially from the anticipated outcome.    

6.6 Banding Disputes and Appeals  

Junior doctors have the right to dispute the outcome of monitoring. 

In the first instance this dispute will be investigated informally.  Medical Education will 

request the reasons why the junior doctor(s) are disputing the outcome, including any 

evidence.  This will be sent to the department for a formal response.  Depending on 

the nature of the dispute there may be a meeting between the junior doctors the 

department to discuss the issues.  A member from Medical Education and a HR 

Representative will be present at any meetings to take notes and to provide technical 

advice on New Deal and the monitoring process. 

If no agreement can be made, each side’s evidence will be presented to the Director 

of Medical Education and a senior HR Manager.  Based on the evidence provided, 

they will decide if the junior doctor(s) have a valid case, or if the Trust upholds the 

evidence provided by the Department.  If the junior doctor(s) claim is upheld the 

banding supplement will be changed. 

If it is felt the dispute is not valid, the Trust will respond in this manner to the 

claimants stating the reasons for not upholding the informal banding appeal claim. 

Formal banding appeal 

If the informal process does not find a local solution, and the junior doctors wish to 

continue with a formal banding appeal the Trust will follow the national banding 

appeal “good practice guide” issued by NHS employers. 
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7. Compliance Monitoring 

7.1 Compliance and Effectiveness Monitoring 

Compliance with this policy will be monitored as outlined in the table below. 

7.2 Compliance and Effectiveness Monitoring Table 

Monitoring Criterion Response 

Who will perform the 

monitoring? 

Medical Education Department, GoSWH & DMH 

What are you monitoring? All exception reports 

Ensuring a timely response and action to all exception 
reports 

When will the monitoring be 

performed? 

Daily  

How are you going to 

monitor?  

Automated emails notify the Rota Coordinator team of all 
new exception reports 

Existing exception reports have been allocated response 
timescales and both Supervisors and Doctors in Training 
will be contacted by the Medical Education Rota Team to 
ensure timely response 

What will happen if any 

shortfalls are identified? 

All parties will be contacted initially via email and if there 
is no response, telephone contact will be made  

Issues identified as requiring further support will be 
referred to the GoSWH  

Where will the results of the 

monitoring be reported? 

Fortnightly Junior Doctor Contract Project Group 

Junior Doctor Contract Forum  

To the Board by the GoSWH 

Annual Deans Quality Meeting  

Other Regional Meetings  

How will the resulting action 

plan be progressed and 

monitored? 

All actions are logged on an action log and are monitored 

on a weekly basis 

Exception report progress report sent to the Medical 

Education Manager weekly 

How will learning take 

place?  
At departmental meetings, Train the Trainer events for 

Educational/Clinical Supervisors, Local Induction events 

for Doctors in Training, 1:1 sessions where necessary  
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8. Glossary of Terms  

GoSWH  Guardian of Safe Working Hours 

DME  Director of Medical Education  

LET   Lead Employer Trust  

HEE NE  Health Education England North East  

EWTD   European Working Time Directive  

9. Associated Documentation 

Terms and Conditions of Service for NHS Doctors and Dentists in Training (England) 

2016 Version 1 - 6 July 2016 - http://www.nhsemployers.org/case-studies-and-
resources/2016/07/junior-doctors-terms-and-conditions-of-service-july-2016 

 
Terms and Conditions of Service NHS Medical and Dental Staff (England) 2002111 
http://www.nhsemployers.org/~/media/Employers/Documents/Pay%20and%20reward/Ter
ms_and_Conditions_of_Service_NHS_Medical_and_Dental_Staff_300813_bt.pdf 

 
Further Information for educational/clinical supervisors - 

http://www.nhsemployers.org/your-workforce/need-to-know/junior-doctors-2016-

contract/information-for-educational-supervisors 

Fact Sheet for Educational Supervisors - 

http://www.nhsemployers.org/~/media/Employers/Documents/Need%20to%20kno

w/1617%20PO153_04%20Factsheet%20for%20Educational%20Supervisors%20(

2).pdf  

Junior Doctors Hours Monitoring Guidance –https://www.hislac.org/images/docs/policy-
library/DoH%20monitoring%20guidance.pdf 

European Working Time Directive – 

http://www.hse.gov.uk/contact/faqs/workingtimedirective.htm 

Good Practice Guide for Junior Doctors and Employers – Banding Appeals 
http://www.nhsemployers.org/~/media/Employers/Documents/Pay%20and%20reward/Ban
ding%20appeals%20good%20practice%20guidance%202014.pdf 

 

10. Appendices 

Appendix A -  Equality Impact Assessment 

Appendix B -  Template Generic Work Schedule 

Appendix C –  Flow Chart for managing Exception Reports  

Appendix D –  Form B5. Payment following Exception Report  

Appendix F – TEWV Spreadsheet for Payment  

Appendix E – DRS User Guide (TEWV) 
  

http://www.nhsemployers.org/case-studies-and-resources/2016/07/junior-doctors-terms-and-conditions-of-service-july-2016
http://www.nhsemployers.org/case-studies-and-resources/2016/07/junior-doctors-terms-and-conditions-of-service-july-2016
http://www.nhsemployers.org/~/media/Employers/Documents/Pay%20and%20reward/Terms_and_Conditions_of_Service_NHS_Medical_and_Dental_Staff_300813_bt.pdf
http://www.nhsemployers.org/~/media/Employers/Documents/Pay%20and%20reward/Terms_and_Conditions_of_Service_NHS_Medical_and_Dental_Staff_300813_bt.pdf
http://www.nhsemployers.org/your-workforce/need-to-know/junior-doctors-2016-contract/information-for-educational-supervisors
http://www.nhsemployers.org/your-workforce/need-to-know/junior-doctors-2016-contract/information-for-educational-supervisors
http://www.nhsemployers.org/~/media/Employers/Documents/Need%20to%20know/1617%20PO153_04%20Factsheet%20for%20Educational%20Supervisors%20(2).pdf
http://www.nhsemployers.org/~/media/Employers/Documents/Need%20to%20know/1617%20PO153_04%20Factsheet%20for%20Educational%20Supervisors%20(2).pdf
http://www.nhsemployers.org/~/media/Employers/Documents/Need%20to%20know/1617%20PO153_04%20Factsheet%20for%20Educational%20Supervisors%20(2).pdf
https://www.hislac.org/images/docs/policy-library/DoH%20monitoring%20guidance.pdf
https://www.hislac.org/images/docs/policy-library/DoH%20monitoring%20guidance.pdf
http://www.hse.gov.uk/contact/faqs/workingtimedirective.htm
http://www.nhsemployers.org/~/media/Employers/Documents/Pay%20and%20reward/Banding%20appeals%20good%20practice%20guidance%202014.pdf
http://www.nhsemployers.org/~/media/Employers/Documents/Pay%20and%20reward/Banding%20appeals%20good%20practice%20guidance%202014.pdf
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10.1 Appendix A – Equality Analysis / Impact Assessment 

 

               

       EAIA Assessment Form          v3/2013 

 

 

Division/Department:  
 Medical Director  

   

Title of policy, procedure, decision,  

project, function or service: 

 Junior Doctor Contract - Exception Reporting & 

Monitoring Policy 

 
 

   

Lead person responsible: 

 

 Anne Sewell  

   

People involved with completing  

this: 

 

 DME 

GoSWH 

Medical Education Team  

Rota Co-ordiantor Team  

 

Type of policy, procedure, decision, project, function or service: 

  Existing    

  New/proposed   x 

  Changed    

 

Date Completed:   14 March 2017  
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       Step 1 – Scoping your analysis         

 

 

 

What is the aim of your policy, procedure, project, decision, function or service and how 

does it relate to equality? 

 

This document aims to outline the procedure that trainees and educational/clinical supervisors 
at CDDFT need to follow and the processes involved in relation to reporting and managing 
Exception Reports 
 

 

Who is the policy, procedure, project, decision, function or service going to benefit and 

how? 

 

The procedure applies to all Doctors in Training on the Terms and Conditions of Service for 

NHS Doctors and Dentist in Training (England) 2016, Version 1, 6 July 2016, Contract and all 

Education and Clinical Supervisors 

 

What barriers are there to achieving these outcomes? 

 

Consistency of outcomes will vary for each exception report due to the differences in each 

instance and the reports being actioned by various Educational/Clinical Supervisors. 

 

How will you put your policy, procedure, project, decision, function or service into 

practice? 

 

Distribute to all Educational/Clinical Supervisors & Doctors in Training 

This document will be referenced in all training material when both Supervisors and trainees 

receive training on exception reporting.  
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Does this policy link, align or conflict with any other policy, procedure, project, decision, 

function or service?  

 

No  

 

 

               

       Step 2 – Collecting your information    

 

 

 

What existing information / data do you have? 

 

Equality Impact Assessment by Paul Cummings  

 

Who have you consulted with? 

 

Regional GoSWH 

 

What are the gaps and how do you plan to collect what is missing?  
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       Step 3 – What is the impact?    

 

 

 

Using the information from Step 2 explain if there is an impact or potential for impact on 

staff or people in the community with characteristics protected under the Equality Act 

2010?  

 

Ethnicity or Race 

 

No  

 

Sex/Gender  

 

No 

 

Age 

 

No 

 

Disability 

 

No 
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Religion or Belief 

 

No 

 

Sexual Orientation 

 

No 

 

 

Marriage and Civil Partnership (applies to workforce issues only) 

 

No 

 

Pregnancy and Maternity 

 

No 

 

Gender Reassignment 

 

No 
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Other socially excluded groups or communities e.g. rural community, socially excluded, 

carers, areas of deprivation, low literacy skills etc. 

 

No 

 

 

               

       Step 4 – What are the differences?      

 

 

Are any groups affected in a different way to others as a result of the policy, procedure, 

project, decision, function or service? 

 

No  

 

Does your policy, procedure, project, decision, function or service discriminate against 

anyone with characteristics protected under the Equality Act 2010? 

 

Yes  No  x 

 

If yes, explain the justification for this.  If it cannot be justified, how are you going to 

change it to remove or mitigate the affect? 
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       Step 5 – Make a decision based on steps 2 - 4  

 

 

 

If you are in a position to introduce the policy, procedure, project, decision, function or 

service? Clearly show how this has been decided. 

 

 

If you are in a position to introduce the policy, procedure, project, decision, function or 

service, but still have information to collect, changes to make or actions to complete to 

ensure all people affected have been covered please list: 

 

 

 

How are you going to monitor this policy, procedure, project or service, how often and 

who will be responsible? 
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10.2 Appendix B – Generic Work Schedule (Template) 
 

Work Schedule 

Training Programme:  

Specialty placement: 

Grade: 

Length of placement: 

Employing organisation:  

Host organisation (if different from the above):  

Site(s):  

Educational Supervisor: 

Clinical Lead/Rota Co-Ordinator: 

Name of Guardian: 

Contact details of Guardian: 

Medical Workforce Department Contact Details: 

Working pattern:                                                                     

Basic hours only / Full shift /On-call rota (delete as appropriate) 
Rota Template:  

Your working pattern is arranged across a rota cycle of <<insert number>> weeks, and 

includes: 

Normal days 

Long days 

Night shifts 

Weekend shifts 

On-call duties 

(Delete any that do not apply) 

A copy of your rota template is attached to the end of this document  

to be appended 
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Average Weekly Hours of Work:  to insert 

Your contract is a full-time / less-than-full-time (delete as appropriate) contract for <<Insert 

number up to a maximum of 40>> hours 

You will in addition be contracted for an additional <<insert number up to a maximum of 8>> 

hours, making for total contracted hours of <<insert sum of the above two figures>> 

The distribution of these will be as follows: 

Average weekly hours at basic hourly rate: 

Average weekly hours attracting a 37% enhancement: 

Note: these figures are the average weekly hours, based on the length of your rota cycle, as 

required by Schedule 2 of the Terms and Conditions of Service. These may not represent 

your actual hours of work in any given week. 

Annual pay for role* (select elements as appropriate) 

 

Basic Pay (Nodal Point): <<insert annual cash amount>> 

Pay for additional hours above 40: <<insert cash amount>> 

Enhanced pay at 37% rate: <<insert cash amount>> 

Weekend allowance: <<insert cash amount>> 

On-call availability supplement : <<insert cash amount>> 

Flexible Pay Premia [Type]: <<insert cash amount>> 

 

Total pensionable pay: <<insert cash amount>> 

Total non-pensionable pay: <<insert cash amount>> 
 

Total annual pay for this role: <<insert cash amount>> 

 

Should your placement be for less than 12 months, your pay will be pro-rated to the length of 

your placement. 

 
*Please note- if you are entitled to pay protection in line with Schedule 2 of the TCS or to transitional 

pay protection in line with Schedule 14 of the TCS, then your actual salary may be greater than the 

above figure. Where this is the case, your salary will contain one or more additional pay protection 

elements so as to maintain your salary at its protected level.  

 

Training Opportunities: 

Insert the curriculum mapped outcomes that can be achieved whilst in this placement, 

together with the formal and informal learning opportunities available to the post-holder. 

Other: 

Insert any other items relevant to the placement 
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10.3  Appendix C – Exception Reporting Flow Chart  
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10.4 Appendix D – Claim Form 

Junior Medical & Dental Staff Claim Form  

Payment following Exception Report  

This claim form has been agreed for Hospital Medical and Dental Staff following the outcome of 
Compensation – Overtime Payment as a result of an Exception Report.   

Payment will be made as per “Annex A” of the Terms & Conditions of Service for NHS Doctors and 
Dentists in Training (England) 2016 v1  

Section 1: Claimant Details and Location 

Medic Name:  Assignment No.:  

Specialty:  Grade:  

Care Group:  Site:  

Address for 
Correspondence 

 

 

 

Section 2:  Details of Exception: 

Provide details of the date, time (eg. 5.00 pm. - 9.00 am., number of hours worked and claimed. 

Date 

Time 

From Time To 

Normal 

Time Hours 

Night 

Premium 

Hours 

Exception Report Reference 

Number  

      

      

Total hours to be paid    

 

Section 3: AUTHORISATION TO MAKE PAYMENT 

Medical EducationTeam:  

Name (Print)  

Signature  

Date:  

When completed and authorised, a scanned copy of this claim form should be sent, by e-mail, 

to the Employment Services Bureau at:  cdda-tr.payroll-eforms@nhs.net 

A COPY OF THIS FORM MUST ALSO BE SENT TO CARE GROUP ACCOUNTANT 

 
Acute & Long Term Care  laura.payne9@nhs.net   
Integrated Adult Care  anne.bennett7@nhs.net  
Surgery    chris.hannon1@nhs.net  
Family Health    awalker10@nhs.net 
Clinical Specialist Services  christina.weller@nhs.net   
 

mailto:cdda-tr.payroll-eforms@nhs.net
mailto:laura.payne9@nhs.net
mailto:anne.bennett7@nhs.net
mailto:chris.hannon1@nhs.net
mailto:awalker10@nhs.net
mailto:christina.weller@nhs.net
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10.5 Appendix E – DRS User Guide (TEWV) 

DRS Guidance - Trainee 

 
Logging In 

 

Step 1 
You will receive an email from Skills for Health giving you your username and 

password.  
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Click here to log in 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Step 2 
Click on the blue ‘Log In’ button and enter the log in details on the DRS4 website.  It is a 

good idea to then change your password to something you can remember. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Change password 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Exception Reporting 
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Step 1 
When you have a new exception to report, log onto DRS and click on ‘Create New 

Exception’. 
 

Step 2 
Rota and Supervisor (which will be your Medical Staffing Advisor) should be pre-set but 
can be changed if needed.  Amend the date as necessary and click in the box to choose 

the nature of exception 
 

 
 
 

Create new exception will be 
here 

 
Change rota/supervisor if 
necessary 

 
 

 
Choose nature of exception 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Step 3 
Choose what the exception relates to. Various issues include: 

 

 Variance from work schedule (starting early, finishing late – especially if 
occurring regularly) 

 Missing breaks 

 Working 72 hours or more in 7 days 

 Rest time reduced to less than 8 hours 

 Worked more hours than included in the work schedule during an OOH shift 

 Not achieving 5 hours continuous rest between 2:00am and 8:00am 

 Difficulty in completing workplace based assessments 

 Inadequate clinical exposure, supervision or feedback 

 Cancellation of teaching or unable to attend teaching 

 Unable to attend clinic sessions 
 

If the issue doesn’t relate to any of the options make sure you describe the detail fully in 
the free text description box. 
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Tick all boxes that apply 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
Step 4 

State number of additional hours and describe the nature of the exception. 
 

 

 
 

 
 
Complete 
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Step 5 
State steps that were taken to resolve (if any) and click ‘Create Exception’. 
 

 
 

Complete 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
DRS will generate an ID number for your exception report and send an email to your 

Medical Staffing Advisor.  Your report will be classed as ‘Open’. 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Step 6 

Your Medical Staffing Advisor will log in to DRS and check through the report. They will 
notify your supervisor that payment will be made and they may wish to discuss things 

with you, eg, why you needed to stay back, are you ok to be in work due to lack of sleep 
etc.  Your Medical Staffing Advisor will update DRS and authorise payment.  You will 
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now receive an email to inform you that your exception has been updated.  Log into 
DRS.  If the supervisor agreed with the exception, the event is now ‘closed’.  Click into 
the closed box to view the response. 

 
 

 
Click on Closed Reports 
 

 
 

 
 
View response 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Step 7 
If you wish to send a further response then you can. 

 
 
Step 8 

Your supervisor has the right to disagree with your exception. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
View response 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Step 9 

You will be notified of the decision via email.  Log into DRS and click into the ‘closed’ 
reports.  Choose the report you wish to view.  If you disagree with their decision you can 
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respond via DRS, speak with your supervisor or escalate the decision by contacting 
your Medical Staffing Advisor.  Please refer to the Trust’s grievance procedure on this, 
found via InTouch.   

 
 

If DRS is Not Working 

 
There may be an occasion when the DRS website is down or not working properly. In 

this case: 
 

Step 1 
If there is an immediate safety concern, you should be contacting your supervisor 
immediately anyway.  In addition, contact your Medical Staffing Advisor to let them 

know and complete the exception report as soon as possible after DRS is up and 
running again. 

 
Step 2 
If there is no immediate safety concern, you have up to 14 days to make the exception 

report.  Ideally, you should make the report as soon as possible, but if you are unable 
to, then make sure you log in to DRS at your first opportunity and do it.  This prevents 

you from forgetting to do it and it then being too late to claim payment. 
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10.6 Appendix F – TEWV Spreadsheet for Payment  

 

Reference 
Number 

First Name Last Name 
Assignment 

Number 
Grade Date of Shift Rota Hours 

Enhanced 
Hours 

Inputted 
If different to 

DRS - why?  

                      

                      

                      

                      

                      

                      

                      

                      

                      

                      

                      

                      

                      

                      

                      

                      

                      

                      

                      

 


